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What is FreshBiostats?

FreshBiostats was born as a blog in September 2012 but it is the result of previous interaction between its creators,

and aims to be a long term collaborative project. It is intended by its main and guest bloggers not only to exchange

information on themes related to Biostatistics and their applications to daily life, but also to create a channel of

communication to bring closer young researchers in Biostatistics in Spain.
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Topics

Some of the topics covered so far, including posts made by our guests,
have been:

Clinical Trials, Statistical Genomics, Network Analysis, R, Ecolog-
ical Statistics, Statistical Software, Conferences, Bayesian Statis-
tics, Health Sciences, . . . ,

but we are open to suggestions. Feel free to contact us at
freshbiostats@gmail.com

Social Networks

Referrers of FreshBiostats
Currently social networks are a tremendously effective
means not only to stay in touch with our readers, but
to attract new followers. They have become the new
form of low cost advertising. Undoubtedly, Facebook
is the social network for which we have more readers
(46%), followed by search engines (mainly Google)
and Twitter (17 and 13%, respectively). Linkedin
(social network ”business”), also contributes to an
increasingly FreshBiostats known. Finally, we hope
that the collaboration with Statistics2013 blog give
us more showiness!

Facebook

Illustrates how blog posts influence the number of people who talk about him and how the

number of speakers in your blog influences your general. (From September 2012 to January

2013)

Percentage of people who have seen any content on FreshBiostats. From September, 2012

to January, 2013

Future collaborations

As an inherently collaborative project, FreshBiostats is actively seeking to work with other online projects. As an example of this
effort, we are very pleased to start soon a periodic participation in the Statistics2013 blog.
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